
We want to know why … You too?
We want to hear the answer from Rutte, Grapperhaus and police chief Van Essen, under TT control

We want to know why those who were pricked were not tested beforehand for pre-
existing immunity. Isn't that strange? Because vaccination is completely pointless 
after silent contact with Covid19 and natural immunity. What's more, vax is then 
dangerous. Dangerous complications can arise from allergies to admixtures in the 
vaccines. Even deaths have been known. And what was all concealed? So why all these 
pricks witho  ut testing beforehand? A trap? Isn't it about vaccine protection?

Is it something completely different that should not be revealed too early?

Dr. Fauci, a main character in the Corona theater, was arrested in USA on 
June 1. 2021. He is now in prison in Gitmo and has confessed that the trik- 
vaccination puts a time bomb in the body, which will cause, after 6 months, a 
slow and painful death. Depopulation the goal. genocide. The attacker group, 
only 2%, only 140 million on the planet, the Huns, led by the bankers, the 
billionaires, want the planet for themselves. With around 300 million slaves 
out of the 7 billion stupid human-animals (so they are talking in their secret 
circles), who are easily lured into the vaccination trap, they want to move on. 
Until now they succeeded for 50%. 50% vaxed with time bombs. Dr, Fauci is 
the best witness! His confession is the best proof.
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By disease the attackers are conscienceless. They prepared the worst 
doomsday scenario for us. So there's more to come. An artificially made 
famine, withdrawal of all energy, radio and TV and internet dead, and, after 
fully rolled-out 5G, suddenly at night all homes set in fire, via 5G laser 
beams through the windows. The majority of the human-animals did not 
gather information over 5G, did not ask meaningful questions. They 
accepted. They don't know that 5G is only beautiful in advertising, not in 
reality. They don´t know that in heavy rain 5G breaks down completely.  So it
is worthless. This laser-5G is designd only to shoot from nearby the house in 
fire.. Only few citizens notice irregularities. Those few have no far reaching 
voice.  In fact, the attackers have the media monopoly and the gullible 
humans can manipulate the mass of the human-animals how they want it.
Or they   had   this monopoly. Because now we have invented BIG.
Our Bicycle Groups, active throughout Europe, inform citizens through flyers
on cars and bicycles, in the streets around the police stations, around the town
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halls, around the supermarkets and other frequently visited places. Join! We 
work with volunteers. Legally placing flyers can be done fast, cannot be 
stopped by the attackers and is highly effective, reaching many citizens, now 
without true information.
Citizens see the flyers on many cars, read them, and talk about them together.

If we are quick, and still more volunteers join in, we can save many lives. 
(Contact a.o. via defensenet@protonmail.com). For the attackers must have 
medicaments, which protect them against the coming deadly and contagious 
time bomb disease. We can get that medicaments by grabbing a few leaders 
of the attacking group via integer policeman and ask them on the Truth-Test 
TT  yes-no questions. Their brains answer always, and always  correctly. See 
www.TT.jaaaa.net. 
We want Rutte, Grapperhaus and Van Essen, all three separately, to answer 
the why question, in writing, to be published in all newspapers, and orally 
before TV cameras, under TT control. If they refuse to be tested, they are 
fired and have to face a really honest judge (no puppet judge, no more silly 
games). They are accused of murder, mass murder and attempted genocide. 
Not small sins, we think. So we react clearly. Many police officers /COPs are 
already on our side, protecting us from assassination attacks from behind. See
appendix, pages 3 and 4. The criminal COPs and sick-criminal riot police, 
who are still a danger, must be disarmed. We are working on this, together 
with integer police and integer riot police, who see it as their task to protect 
us citizens. If deep state looses the police power stolen by infiltration, if it has
to give it back to us, the citizens, then deep state has quickly lost the war. 
That is why good cooperation with the police is so important  for us. That is a
spearhead of BiG.

We have to be quick, get them caught and interrogated before they can 
disappear into their prepared retreat area, big bunkers, filled to the top with 
food and drugs for months. The attackers want to dodge there, when large 
numbers of human-animals, sickened by the jab, have noticed that they have 
been smeared, and come now to attack them. Then they want to be gone. 
After the unwanted human-animals are dead, killed by the time bomb 
disease, they intend to come back and take over the planet. To disappear and 
wait, that is their strategy for later. Now they still go  on lying, 200% lies! 



However, does this plan work? The attackers have a sick weak side. When 
the sick child corner in their heads is active, they use to make big mistakes.

The world is beautiful as a paradise, on the one side, a, and has a few 
negative traits, b, on the other side. The source of many b-phenomena is a 
defect gene in the gene pool of mankind, creating a sick group with 
hereditary gene-defect and hereditary brain disease, an invisible sick brain 
corner, driving the hit people to play bad pranks with their fellow citizens It´s
quite a large group, estimated about 150 millon on the planet, 2% of all. But 
invisible. They seem normal. They are not recognized as sick.
The gene defect makes them conscienceless persons with the laugh-disease, 
the lust-damagemaker disease, which can progress to the lustmurderer 
disease. For these sick persons it is a great pleasure to harm and hurt fromout 
the background, indirectly. Looking for power to make big damage from 
above is a speciality of the intelligent ones among them. Because you do not 
recognize them as seriously ill, because you do not see their sick brain corner
from the outside, they often manage to climb high in power hierarchies. To 
kill is  very beautiful thing for them, and genocide is the most beautiful thing 
for them. Whenever wars are organized by theit leading staffs, they are  
immediately present secretly to cooperate. A big gang, 150 million heads on 
the globe, no compot, but a gamer community by birth, by inborn drives. 
Main headquarters: the headquarters of the bankers, the billionairs, City of 
London and BIS in Basel. 

A good policeman  and riot police officer also, woorking since 11 years in the
police, is accusing MP Mark Rutte and the top of the police force of having 
selected sick people and placed them in the Mobile Unit (ME) to beat up 
peaceful demonstrators.
Read Police Statement No. 20 (one of 80 others, telling the same kind of 
stories), read/hear it at www.bpoc2020.nl/policeverhoren)! Why did Rutte 
order to select sick people to let citizens beat up? Why do we sometimes see 
very strange manners of laughing at Rutte? Pictures here: www.Rutte-
lacht.jaaaa.net. Has Rutte himself the defect gene and is therefore himself a 
victim of the laugh-disease, the lust-damagemaker disease?
Let's hear the policeman! Quotes:

“I have been working for the police as a police officer for 11 years now and 



in recent years as a riot police officer. My motive to declare at the BPOC2020
(in addition to 80 others so far), is to make public the power abuse by parts of
the corps. To disprove the lies told by the corps leaders and by, Prime 
Minister Rutte and Minister Grapperhaus. Because I've been there. On June 
21 last year. And on March 14 this year. On June 21, 2020 as an ME-er and 
on March 14 as well. Both times on the Malieveld. It is really astonishing 
when I hear Rutte talk about 'snorted hooligans'. It was clear from the start 
that the Arrest Unit (AE) would come in action. …… to start the riots 
themselves. ,,,,,, The peaceful demonstrators just walked into a goddamn 
trap! The door of the police van opened, and the AE ran into the crowd, 
slapping already. The AE already knew that in advance. We heard it from 
them afterwards. We were confronted with it on the spot. I hereby declare 
that the escalation was deliberate policy. ….. I have seen protesters running 
for their lives. Also children. And then March 14. That was possibly even 
worse. Then we were informed in advance. We had to go in full force. Hit the
head for a lot of blood. The dogs on them, anyway. The detainees were 
simply mistreated, already hin the bus. Those guys from the AE are just street
fighters. They are selected for that. They love nothing more than rioting. And 
brag about it later at the desk. The fun such people have about 'rammed up 
wappies' is disgusting. (“the lust-damagemaker disease, result of the defect 
ppp-gene,” says science). The whole force is full of those guys. The good 
officers say <We are sick> and stay at home (call in sick) ,..... And you can't 
talk to anyone in the force about it. Colleagues proudly send out videos of 
bloodied protesters, of innocent people being literally beaten up by the 
police. The police. Which should protect them. I have no words for it. The 
leadership and any agent who consciously participates in this should be 
indicted for manslaughter. Those people at the Binnenhof should also be 
charged. They lie to the people. I  know because I was there. To hear them lie
and cheat like that afterwards is baffling and totally unreal. When I saw this 
BPOC2020 initiative I was so happy. Finally something happens! Finally, all 
that filth is coming out. And the lies of Rutte, Grapperhaus and the corps 
leadership. Recently, someone from the leadership said: “we have to clear the
corps of wappielovers”. I think, conversely, we should remove the current 
corps leadership from the corps, and the colleagues who enjoy participating 
in the violence, and those people at the Binnenhof. I hope my statement 
contributes to that. ..... “



   As far  the quotes, which we from BIG found accidentally now, at the 
beginning of August 2021, in the alternative newspaper <COMMON 
SENSE> /<GEZOND VERSTAND> no. 14 of April 14, 2021.
Did anything positively change in the meantime? No! The very clear story 
No. 20 lingers in small groups, does not reach most citizens. That's why we 
come now with our new BIG strategy. We flyer the cars and the bicycles in 
the cities with BIG-info-papers, with scientifically controlled content. So we 
bypass the lying MSM-Media. Via this way we reach many citizens. Via this 
way we invest in a healthy society. Depopulation by deep state must becomes
a failure.
In the meantime, Rutte lied to parliament, but was removed  from office. So 
we can conclude that probably the majority of the MPs belongs to the silent 
group with the defect gene, all Trojan Horses, and therefore always supports 
Rutte. As long as we citizens and scientists don't let them check with the TT-
Test by honest police officers, the threat remains, their attempt goes on to kill
us, via syringes, tricks and high-tech weaponry. 
We fight for our lives, for the children, for the beautiful sides of the world.
On their sick side, the WW3 attackers are very weak. There we catch them 
quickly and effectively with the TT-Test. If they refuse to be tested, they are 
fired.
We also cut down giant costs for expensive energy, using TT, recovering 
multiply looted or blocked sources for nearly-free clean energy. With TT we 
end the lust games of deepstate-Attilas. They have been puuting through 
expensive fake solutions, big damage games, via infiltrating our power 
organs with Trojan Horses and damage politics from above.

If the group with the laughter disease tries to decimate their main opponents, 
the leaders of our BIG group, via "death by accident", it does not go 
unnoticed. On Oct 2,  2020, a Toyota Jeep made an attempt to kill our 
scientist Gunt Niessen. GN is also known as an inventor, with an innovative 
house building system, www.Leegoo-House.jaaaa.net . and with flying cloud 
windmills for a lot of almost-free clean energy,  www.energybird.org   with int. 
DSM innovation award.
The Toyota Jeep suddenly left the lane, hurtled along the pedestrian road 
towards GN, accelerating, with roaring engine. GN managed to jumped to the
left, escaped. saved himself. Yet the intention was clear. GN filed a notice to 
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the police, with photos of the Toyota and demanded to teast the driver on the 
TT- test,asking him, who had ordered the murder attack. Until today no 
response from the police organization. Hereby we demand to make work of 
the declaration, which we have put on the Internet; www.failure-of-an-
accident.jaaaa.net, with numerous photos of location and Jeep.
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